This document highlights fixed defects for the Oracle Retail Merchandising (RMS) hot fix Release 13.0.1.1. Oracle is making this hot fix patch available because some customers do not want to wait for the quarterly patch to apply and test individual defect fixes. Because this release falls outside of the regular patchset cycle, code fixes may be released, but separate documentation and translation files may be delayed.

**Data Conversion with Multiple Sets of Books**

Data conversion is now supported for the Oracle Retail Merchandising System for retailers who maintain multiple sets of books in their retailing and financials systems. Companies who maintain multiple sets of books might include companies divided into multiple legal entities, and companies that have operations in different countries with different currencies and calendars.

Data conversion scripts and external tables now support loading of data from legacy systems that maintain multiple sets of books. Documentation has also been updated to reflect the changes to scripts and tables.

(Internal reference: bug 7237446)

**Related Documentation**

The following documentation has been updated:

- Oracle Retail Merchandising Data Conversion Operations Guide
- Oracle Retail Merchandising Data Conversion Planning Guide (Metalink note 559555.1)
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Value-Added Reseller (VAR) Language

(i) the software component known as ACUMATE developed and licensed by Lucent Technologies Inc. of Murray Hill, New Jersey, to Oracle and imbedded in the Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server - Enterprise Engine, Oracle Retail Category Management, Oracle Retail Item Planning, Oracle Retail Merchandise Financial Planning, Oracle Retail Advanced Inventory Planning and Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting applications.

(ii) the MicroStrategy Components developed and licensed by MicroStrategy Services Corporation (MicroStrategy) of McLean, Virginia to Oracle and imbedded in the MicroStrategy for Oracle Retail Data Warehouse and MicroStrategy for Oracle Retail Planning & Optimization applications.

(iii) the SeeBeyond component developed and licensed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. of Santa Clara, California, to Oracle and imbedded in the Oracle Retail Integration Bus application.

(iv) the Wavelink component developed and licensed by Wavelink Corporation (Wavelink) of Kirkland, Washington, to Oracle and imbedded in Oracle Retail Store Inventory Management.

(v) the software component known as Crystal Enterprise Professional and/or Crystal Reports Professional licensed by Business Objects Software Limited ("Business Objects") and imbedded in Oracle Retail Store Inventory Management.

(vi) the software component known as Access ViaTM licensed by Access Via of Seattle, Washington, and imbedded in Oracle Retail Signs and Oracle Retail Labels and Tags.

(vii) the software component known as Adobe FlexTM licensed by Adobe Systems Incorporated of San Jose, California, and imbedded in Oracle Retail Promotion Planning & Optimization application.

(viii) the software component known as Style ReportTM developed and licensed by InetSoft Technology Corp. of Piscataway, New Jersey, to Oracle and imbedded in the Oracle Retail Value Chain Collaboration application.

(ix) the software component known as WebLogicTM developed and licensed by BEA Systems, Inc. of San Jose, California, to Oracle and imbedded in the Oracle Retail Value Chain Collaboration application.

(x) the software component known as DataBeaconTM developed and licensed by Cognos Incorporated of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, to Oracle and imbedded in the Oracle Retail Value Chain Collaboration application.